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The old temple will no longer be there...

I really like the style of the temple, what a pity...

There is special celebration...

What's that??

Contents related to the video are added by other users.
People can choose certain part of the video to see, and add comments & tags to it.

Comments

People can choose whether to show comments on the screen.

Rate

Comments people give on specific point on the timeline.

MATERIALS
Other people add to the video (related to the stories, e.g., old people mentioned the old temple, people who know the temple can find the photo of it and add it to the video).

Other kinds of materials.
An old man is telling a story when he was 30. He wants to make him look younger to make video more vivid.

After he becomes 30yr, he need some stuff similar to what he took in the story, So he find a photo.
What is your stance?

Q: Should the government be allowed to censor?

PRO

CON

China, video link: "Yes, because..."

"No, because..."

"Also, no because..."
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...Viewing this as a person makes me feel...

- Recording

Talking Points
- USA
- China
- Russia

School

Eiffel Tower

China
Russia
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**Story Box**

Kids' Collecting Stories

For kids to collect & store other people's stories

Camera

REW - push to rec

Push again to stop

Light showing that it is recording

Lock (box can be open)

Asking for stories from people they know (parents, relatives, teachers, friends, friends' parents, parents' friends...)

Telling stories

Asking questions

Recording (videos or audios)
OPEN WITH REGARDINGS (eg. Hollow, Little Journalist)

SCREEN FOR WATCHING

LIST FOR RECORDS (ORDERED BY DATE)

REAL BUTTON FOR CONTROL

PLAY PAUSE SHARE

TOUCH SCREEN

REAL CARDS FOR MEMORY

CAN LINK WITH COMPUTER (WIFI OR USB)

CAN SEND STORIES TO THE WEBSITE DIRECTLY

LEVEL AWARD (CAN SHOW ON THE BOX)

CAN CATEGORY THEMSELVES USING NATURALWAYS

CAN ADD NOTES ON CARDS

WEB STORE

STORING ON WEBSITE
Each box has a unique account

Stories from others look different from their own stories

Physical touching

Sharing stories to each other
Schools in Internment Camps

Location: Puyallup, WA (USA)

The schools were always really crowded...

Record
- Video
- Audio
- ABC Text

Do you have photos?
- Yes
- Not now
- Update existing

Additional information:
- Topic: Japanese Internment
- Location: USA
- Time: Relocation, Schools

Classes were held in designated barracks.
I WENT TO BOARDING SCHOOL IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 1943. I ALWAYS MADE REFERENCE TO
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I WENT TO BOARDING SCHOOL IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 1943.
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